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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we consider the Navier-Stokes equations with space 
periodicity boundary condition. In the two dimensional case we show that 
the solutions are analytic in time with values in a Gevrey class of functions 
(for the space variable). In the three dimensional case, the same result is 
true for a small interval of time; and remains valid for positive times as 
long as the Sobolev HI-norm of the solution remains bounded. Finally, the 
result extends also to a class of equations with a structure similar to that 
of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Some consequences of this result which shows a fast (exponential) decay 
of the Fourier coefficients will be addressed elsewhere. In particular, from 
the computational point of view, this enhances the stiffness nature of the 
discrete equations already caused by small viscosity. 
Partial analyticity results previously proved are the analyticity in the 
space variable (see K. Masuda [S] ) and the analyticity in time of u with 
values in D(A), i.e., in the Sobolev space HZ (see 123). 
This paper is dedicated to Jacques-Louis Lions on the occasion of his 
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60th anniversary as an acknowledgment of our admiration for his scientific 
work which inspired us so much, and of the friendly support he provided 
us all along our scientific careers. 
1. NOTATIONS AND THE MAIN RESULT 
We consider the Navier-Stokes equations of viscous incompressible 
fluids with space periodicity boundary condition: 
$&+(u.V)u+Vp=f (1.1) 
v.u=o. (1.2) 
The unknown functions are u = u(x, t), p = p(x, t), u = {u,, u2) in space 
dimension 2, u = {u,, u2, u3} in space dimension 3; x E [w”, yt = 2 or 3. The 
volume forces f are given and v > 0 is the kinematic viscosity. We assume 
that f, u and p are periodic in each direction with period 27~; we denote by 
Q the cube of period (0,27c)“: 
u, p are Q-periodic. (1.3) 
For simplicity, we also assume that the average value of u on Q is zero: 
s 
u(x, t) dx = 0, vt. (1.4) 
R 
As usual (l.l)-(1.4) are equivalent to an abstract evolution equation for 
u (see J. L. Lions [4]): 
du 
~+VAu+B(u)=f (1.5) 
in a Hilbert space H that is a closed subspace of L2(Q)n (scalar product 
and norm in H are denoted by ( ., .), I . I). The operator A (corresponding 
to the Stokes operator with space periodicity boundary condition) is a 
linear self-adjoint unbounded positive operator in H with domain 
D(A)c H. 
Using Fourier series expansions (see R. Temam [6]) we can identify H 
with the space of functions u satisfying 
u = c y”‘, u, E C”, Umi=iij, 240 = 0 (1.6) 
jsP 
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and such that 
j. uj = 0, Vj, 
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(1.7) 
C l"j12=& l"12< O"; 
JEZ” 
(1.8) 
(1.7) is equivalent to (1.2) and the condition u,=O due to (1.4) is always 
understood. 
The domain of A, D(A), and more generally the domain of its positive 
powers, II( cx > 0, is the set of functions u of the form (1.6)-( 1.8) such 
that 
(2~)~ 1 lj12” Iu,12= IA”u12< co. (1.9) 
jeZ" 
For 7, s > 0 given, we consider also the Gevrey class D(e’““) that is the set 
of functions u satisfying (1.6)-( 1.8) and 
(27c)” 1 e2r’j’2s luj12= JeTASu12< co. 
jeL" 
(1.10) 
Finally B(u) = B(u, u) where B( U, u) is defined as usual by 
(B(u,o),w)=b(u,o,w)= f: j- ujzwadx. 
j,k=l n J 
Now we supplement (1.5) with 
u(0) = ug (1.11) 
and consider the initial value problem ( 1 S), ( 1.11). 
We state our main result: 
THEOREM 1.1. We assume that u0 is given in D(A”2) and f is given in 
We oI A”2) for some o1 > 0. Then there exists T, that depends only on the data 
and on u0 through IA”2~,I, such that the following holds: 
(i) In space dimension 2 and 3, (1.5), (1.11) possess on (0, T,) a 
unique regular solution (continuous from [0, T,] into D(A112)), such that 
t -+ e’t”“‘A”2A1’2u(t) is analytic on (0, T,), $(t) = min(t, cl, T,). 
(ii) Zf the solution u of (l.l), (1.5) exists and remains bounded in 
D(A1j2) for all positive times,’ then u is analytic on (T,, 00 ), with values in 
D(A1’2euA”2), for some o > 0, and T, as before. 
’ We recall that this is always true in space dimension 2 and it must be assumed in space 
dimension 3. 
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Remark 1.1. (i) In both cases, the function u is analytic in some 
region of C depicted in the course of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
(ii) In space dimension 3, the result of Theorem I.l(ii) can be par- 
tially extended to the case where II is bounded in D(A I”) on some interval 
[0, T], T-C co; the generalization is easy. 
Theorem 1.1 is proved in Sections 2.1 and 2.2; Section 2.3 contains some 
complements. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
2.1. A Lemma 
We start with 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u, v, w he given in D(eTA”2A), T > 0. Then B(u, v) belongs 
to D(eTA”‘) and in space dimension n = 2 or 3, 
I(e TA”2B(U, v), eTA’,ZAW)I 6 c1 lerA”2A 14 112 (eTA"2AUI 112 
. le TA' *,41/$ JeTA"*AWJ, 
where c, > 0 is an appropriate constant. 
Prooj We set 
(2.1) 
u = & ujec’, y/* = e’litui, 
and use the similar notations for v and w. We have 
(B(u, v), w) = (h)” i ,+~~,b;W~r4, (2.2) 
where j, k, I E Z” is understood; 
(e 7A”ZB(~, v), eTA”*Aw) = (2~)” i 1 (u,. k)(vk . “,)I/(~ e2’i’f 
J+k=l 
= (271)” i 1 (u,? .k)(U; . w:)l42 e~(l/l - lil- ikl). 
j+k=l 
(2.3) 
Now since III - ljl - Ikl = lj+ kl - ljl - Ikl ~0, we have 
Ice 7A”2B(~, v), eTA”2Aw)l d (kc)” c 1~71 Ikl Iv:1 /w:I /112. (2.4) 
,+k=l 
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The right-hand side of (2.4) is equal to the integral 
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s 8x1 $(x1 ‘3x1 dx> R 
where 
jcP" ksH” 
O(x)= C Ill2 Iw:l e”“, 
/El” 
and this integral can be estimated exactly as (B(u*, a*), Aw*). Hence upon 
using one of the standard estimates for B (see [ 3,4] ), we obtain (2.1). 
Notice that since many other estimates on B are available, we can obtain 
in this manner other bounds for the left-hand side of (2.1) but they will not 
be needed here (see however Section 2.3(ii)). 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.1. It will consist in proving 
a priori estimates on the solutions. The computations leading to these 
estimates are formal; as usual the computations and the estimates can be 
made rigorous by considering a Galerkin approximation based on the 
eigenfunctions of A which happen to be simply the exponentials aieiiX, 
ajEW, jEZ”, a;j=O. 
Also the a priori estimates ought to be proved in the complex framework 
with t = [E C. For the sake of clarity, and although this is not necessary, 
we first derive the a priori estimates in the real case and then consider the 
complex case. 
We set q(t) = min(t, a,). 
(i) The real case. At time r we take the scalar product of (1.5) with Au(r) 
in D(eV(7)A”2): 
(edw*UyT), ~edw2 u(z)) + vle’p(T)A’i2Az4(z)12 
= ma’~*f, ecow’~*Au(Z)) (e 
- (e (p(r)A’i*B(~(~)), ev(T)A”2Au(T)). (2.5) 
We momentarily denote by ( ., . ),, I . IT, the scalar product and the norm in 
D(eT”“2), while (( ., .)),, 11. /Ir denote the scalar product and the norm in 
We ‘,“‘A I’*). Thus 
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(e rp(wUf(t), @W/&&)) 
= (A l/2(edr)a”2 u(t))’ - cp’( t) Ae~“)4’ k(t), P”‘” IA J%(t)) 
=;; ~‘4~/~evw’U(~)~2 
- cp’(t)W do A’ lu( [), pwa 2‘4 1’24f)) 
=-- 
; ; Ilu(t ;,r, - cp’(t)W(t), ‘4 “24t)),(,) 
(2.6) 
Also, omitting now the variable t whenever possible, we rewrite the right- 
hand side of (2.5) as 
CL A4, - (B(u), 4, (2.7) 
and bound this expression by using Lemma 2.1 and the Schwarz inequality; 
using the inequality (2.1) we majorize (2.7) by 
Ifl, IA@ + Cl II4 ;’ I4 y” 
6 (with the Young inequality) 
where c,, c2, and the ci, c:, . . . . denote various constants. Thus (2.5) yields 
Finally, we obtain 
y’ < K, y', 
(2.8) 
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This implies 
for 
y(t) = 1 + le”(‘)A”2A1/2U(t)(2 < y(O) = 2 + 2\A1/2u(0)12 (2.10) 
t< T,(,A’.*U(O),)+(l+ IA”2U(0)12)-2. (2.11) 
I 
Therefore u(t) is in D(e’+‘(‘)A”2A ‘j  ) and (2.10) holds for t E (0, T, ) even if we 
only know that u(0) E D(A”‘). In particular 
le ~(=~)A”2A1’2u(T,)(2~2+2~A1’2u(0)~2. (2.12) 
Now if we know that 
lAL’*U(t)l GM,, vt>,o* (2.13) 
then we can repeat the argument above at any time to > 0 and find that 
le -%1’*U(t)J* < 2 + 2A4;, ‘it 3 T,, (2.14) 




(ii) The complex case. In order to obtain the analyticity in time, we con- 
sider as in [2] Eq. (1.5) with a complex time i E @, and a complex valued 
function U. We denote by W the complexified space of H, and keep the 
same notation for the scalar products and norms and for the extensions of 
A and B to this space (A, B, respectively, extended as linear and bilinear 
operators). 
Equation (1.5) is just rewritten 
$+vAu+B(u)=/ (2.16) 
Now for [ = seie, s > 0, cos 0 > 0 (thus Re 5 > 0), we take the scalar product 
of (2.16) with Au(se”) in D(eVp(scose)A”2), multiply the equation that we 
obtain by ePie and take its real part. First we have 
’ This is always true in dimension 2 and it must be assumed in space dimension 3. 
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Also 
Hence, omitting the letter s when possible, and writing cp instead of 
cp(s cos 0) we have 
;g /lrrll:,+~vcoso IL+-& Ilull:, 
< Re e “(f, Au), - Re e iH(E(~), Au),. (2.17) 
We majorize the right-hand side of (2.17) essentially as we did for (2.6); we 
find the bound 
The analog of (2.8) is 
$ ll4:, + v cos 8 IAul:, 
(2.18) 
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where U= u(se’“) and q = q(s cos (3). If we restrict ourselves to 
cos 8 3: $12, we then find an analog of (2.8) in the form 
dv -d&y3 
ds 
This yields y(s) < 2y(O), i.e., 
for 
and 





~<cosU< 1 \ \ .
This shows that even if u(0) belongs only to D(A112), 
u(sei”) E ~(~dscos@)A “‘A 1’2) in the angular region of C given by (2.21). In 
particular 
le -c41’2z4( T3e’“),2 < 2 + 21A”%(0)12, (2.22) 
for l>cos8>J2/2, a3=cp(T,&2)=min(T,$/2,rr,). 
If we know that (2.13) holds, then we can repeat what was done before 
at any point t, > 0 and we find that 
le 04A”2A’~2u(se’o + ?,)I2 < 2 + 2My, (2.23) 
forOds<T, and $/2<cos8<1, where 
T4=T4(MI)=;(I+A4;)-2 (2.24) 
2 
and cr4 = cp( T4 d/2) = min( T4 G/2, al). In particular estimate (2.23) 
holds for cp = se” + t, belonging to the region d(M,) consisting of the strip 
Re s 2 T4(M1 1, 4 IIm sl <---- T4(M1). 
2 
(2.25) 
Hence the theorem with T, = T,(M,) and CJ = min((&2) T,, cl). 
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2.3. Some Complements 
(i) Of course we can assume that .f depends on t, provided f is 
analytic in time with values in D(e”‘A”’ ). The domain of analyticity of u is 
then the intersection of the domain of analyticity offwith that provided by 
the proof above (e.g., d(M,)). 
(ii) As observed in the proof of Lemma 2.1, one can derive other 
estimates for the left-hand side of (2.1) by analogy with similar estimates 
for B. For instance, in dimension 2, we have the estimate (see [ 11) 
i 
IAU*I2 l/2 
l(B(u*, u*), w*)l < cIA”~u*I IA”‘u*l IAw*l . 1 + log 47r21A”*u*12 
which gives 
I(e TA”2B(~, u), erA”w)/ 
TA’ ‘A 1124 Ied’ ‘A 1/2vl led2AWI 
(2.26) 
By using (2.26) in place of (2.1) we can, in space dimension 2, increase 
T,(M,) and increase the width of the strip (2.25). Instead of (2.18) we have 
f Ilull; + v cos 0 IAul; 




Inequality (2.19) is replaced by 
dy z d c,( v cos e) ~ l y* log L’. (2.28) 
Then, if (2.13) is satisfied, we have (2.23) for any 
satisfying 0 <s < T,(M,), (G/2) < cos 0 < 1, with 
t, > 0 and any 3, 0 
T~(~~)=(l,v)(lf.l:,+M:)+l~((l,v*)(,fl:,+M:))~ 
(2.29) 
The domain of analyticity of u contains a region d’(M,) similar to d(M,) 
and obtained by replacing T4 by T5 in (2.24) (analyticity with values in 
D(A 1/2e42), o,=min((T,&2), a,). 
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(iii) By setting u*(t)=e (p(f)A”2~(f), we infer from (1.5) the equation 
satisfied by u*: 
du* 
t+vAu*-cp'A"2u+e-wB(u*)=f*. (2.30) 
(iv) Of course the method and results can be extended to other 
similar equations. The main point in the proof is to derive a proper analog 
of Lemma 2.1. Note also that we can replace in Theorem 1.1 the spaces 
We 'J1.4"2), D(e”A”2A’/2) by D(e”lAm ), D(euAaA ‘j2), but the proper generaliza- 
tion of Lemma 2.1 necessitates CI < $; thus c( = i as in Theorem 1.1 is the 
best possible value of a. 
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